Abstract-A new notion of empirical informational divergence (relative entropy) between two individual sequences is introduced. If the two sequences are independent realizations of two finiteorder, finite alphabet, stationary Markov processes, the empirical relative entropy converges to the relative entropy almost surely. This new empirical divergence is based on a version of the Lempel-Ziv data compression algorithm. A simple universal classification algorithm for individual sequences into a finite number of classes which is based on the empirical divergence, is introduced. It discriminates between the classes whenever they are distinguishable by some finite-memory classifier, for almost every given training sets and almost any test sequence from these classes. It is universal in the sense of being independent of the unknown sources.
I. INTRODUCTION
UPPOSE one observes a sequence z = (21 . . . zn) emitted S from an unknown lth-order stationary Markov process p ( . ) over a finite-alphabet A with IAI=A letters, and wishes to estimate the nth-order entropy, or equivalently -n-l log p ( . ) . While the straightforward approach of calculating the Ithorder conditional empirical distribution is computationally prohibitive for large 1 and is impossible if 1 is unknown, it has been shown in [l] , [2] that the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) codeword length for z divided by the length n, is a computationally efficient, reliable estimate of the entropy, and hence also of n-l logp(.).
More precisely, let n p(zi,z2...zn) = np(ziIsi-i);zi E A,
i=l where si = zi-e+l = (zi-e+l,zi-e+2...zi) for i 2 C and si = (so, q , x 2 xi) for i < C, SO being the initial state.
Here si takes on values in the set Ae of all length C vectors with components in A.
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Let c(z) denote the number of phrases in z resulting from the incremental parsing of z [l] , i.e. sequential parsing of z into distinct phrases such that each phrase is the shortest string which is not a previously parsed phrase. Then, the LZ codeword length for z can be approximated by ~( z ) logc(z) and 1 1 lim --logp(z) -,c(z) log c(z) = 0, almost surely.
n-cc [ ' n In fact, this property continues to hold if p ( e ) is allowed to be any finite alphabet, stationary ergodic process, not necessarily a Markov process.
In this paper, we generalize this result to the case where there are two Markov probability measures, p ( . ) and q(.), each of order no larger than some positive integer 1, in their steady -state modes. Let z be a realization of p ( . ) and let z be a realization of q (.) . Given z and z we would like to get good estimators for -n-' logp(z) and -n-' logq(z). In particular, we seek an easily calculable function of both z and z, that does not depend on C, which will enable us to discriminate between two different unknown sources p ( . ) and q(.), based on their realizations z and z.
The divergence D(qllp) is defined by:
where logarithms are defined to be of base 2 unless specified otherwise. The divergence (or "relative entropy") is a measure of the statistical distance between two distributions [2].
Throughout this paper, we assume that q(z) > 0 implies p ( z ) > 0, i.e., an absolute continuity condition. which will be shown to have the property that,
for almost every pair (2, z ) relative to the product probability measure p(z)q(z), for every finite 1 and every finite A.
Following (9, the function Q(z11z) can be decomposed into two terms, the first is an estimate of the empirical entropy associated with z, i.e., ic(z)logc(z), and the second term, denoted by A(z11z) is an estimate of the divergence between qz(-) and p ( . ) with the property that, almost surely, with respect to the product measure p ( . ) q ( -) , for every finite L and every finite A. Analogously to the fact that the entropy is estimated by self LZ incremental parsing of z, here intuition suggests that A(zllz), which is an estimate of the cross entropy D(q,llp), will be associated with cross parsing of z with respect to z.
These two related empirical quantities (which are functions of z and z but do not depend on L or A ) are based on a version of the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) data compression algorithm [l] , [3] . These results are fully formulated, stated, and proved in Section 11. Intuitively, A(zIIz) may serve as a reasonable discrimination function for universal classification of individual sequences. Indeed, we show in Section I11 that if there exists a finite-state (FS) classifier, in particular, a finite-memory classifier (with a rejection option), that is trained by a given set of training sequences from each class, which is both consistent (i.e., classifies correctly input sequences that are identical to one of the training sequences), and free from classification errors w.r.t two fixed sets of "source" sequences, then a classifier based on the comparison of A(.ll.) to a threshold, performs asymptotically as well for almost every data set.
By confining our interest to FS classifiers we limit the extraction process of the statistics from the data to be one which is realized by a finite-state machine (FSM). The classification rule is then assumed to be a function of the "type" that characterizes such a finite-state statistic. The number of resolution atoms is therefore upper bounded by the number of such possible "types"(which is, at most, polynomial in n).
Thus, the number of training sequences may be kept relatively small. Observe that any family of classifiers that requires a relatively small number of equivalence classes and hence a small number of training sequences, can be a reasonable choice for a class of practical classification schemes. Thus, the family of FS classifiers is a good choice in that respect as well. These points will be elaborated on in Section 111.
FORMULATION AND DERIVATION OF MAIN RESULTS
The incremental LZ parsing algorithm [l] is a self parsing procedure of a sequence into C(Z) distinct phrases such that each phrase is the shortest string which is not a previously parsed phrase. For example, let n = 11 and z = (01111000110),then self incremental parsing yields (0,1,11,10,00, llO) ), namely , c(z) = 6.
We now describe a variant of the LZ parsing algorithm [3] which is a sequential parsing of a vector z with respect to another vector 2. First, find the longest prefix of z that appears as a string in z, i.e., the largest integer m such that (z1,z2.. zn, which appears in 2, and so on. The procedure is terminated once the entire vector I has been parsed with respect to z.
Let c(zlz) denote the number of phrases in z with respect to z. For example, let z be as before and z = (10010100110). Then, parsing z with respect to z yields: (Oll,llO,OOllO) , that is c(z(z) = 2.
For two sequences z and z of length n, define the functions:
The following two theorems describe the statistical behavior of these two quantities. 2) K(6, e) = log 1
Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1.
(1l.a) c) Let z be a realization of a stationary Markov source of order C' with an underlying probability measure q ( . ) . Then (1l.a) can be replaced by a tighter bound for almost every z E An (relative to the probability measure q ( . ) ) as follows:
a) Let z be a realization of a stationary Cth-order Markov source p(.).Then, for every z E A" such that p(z) > 0
where 6 and K(6,C) is defined in (9).
b) Let z be a realization of a stationary Cth-order Markov source p ( . ) and let z be a realization of a stationary C'th-order Markov source qz (.) .Then and K'(6, 6'), p' and K"(6, A , p ) are given by (11.c).
The proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 that follow, are rather lengthy. It is, therefore, suggested that on first reading the reader should skip the proofs and move to Section I11 (application). 
Then, ignoring zero probability events, Theorem 1 tells us that Q(z11z) exceeds -Alogp(z) significantly with probability that decays "almost exponentially," but the probability of Q(zllz) being significantly smaller than -A logp(z) is upper bounded by a term that decays only polynomially with n. If, however, z belongs to some subset of high probability under q( .), the latter probability decays "almost exponentially" as well. Consider an auxiliary parsing of z into E = E(n) phrases:
where
z E A , and where Li, 1 L i 5 E, satisfies, for some arbitrarily small positive number p,
This follows directly from (9) and (1l.a). Furthermore, it follows from (9), (ll.b), (ll.c), and the Borel-Cantelli Lemma
By (1) and (17), (19) if L divides n). Now, let g ? E AL; then, by (1) P ( Therefore, by (1) and (17) 
Therefore, by (19), (21), and (22):
where the term is an upper bound on the length of a phrase and therefore on the number of LZ commas that are contained in the last of the I phrases. Note that this last phrase does not necessarily satisfy $(&) = 0.
Combining (a), (26)- (28) yields (9), and hence, completes the proof of part a).
b) Consider now the parsing of z into 8 = c(n) phrases
where, in contrast with (19) ,Li now satisfies
Clearly, by (29) and by the union bound, for every phrase except, perhaps, for the last one,
Hence, by (23), the union bound and the fact that I I n, Thus, by Chebychev's inequality:
c-' i=l Also, by (17) and (19), the longest possible phrase must satisfy
NOW, by construction (29), within every one of the phrases for which 6(zL) = 0, at least one LZ phrase (associated with the LZ parsing of z with respect to z), is initiated. Hence, by (30),
where the Idst term is due to the last phrase of the parsing according to (29) , and where, by (29) i=l Thus,
(33)
1og_14&L.Li<z= 1% 3 where K(6, l ) = log &,and where L is replaced by its upper bound which is given by (24). Now, by (19) and (22) But, by (33), 
is a lower bound on the probability that a phrase is not identical to any of the ( D ) preceding phrases regardless of the preceding state, thus enabling us to treat the phrases as being independent, in so far as this lower bound is concerned. Note that the lower bound on q(Fls) given by (36) does not therefore depend on the state s. 
We next overestimate the expectation on the right-hand side of (41), taking advantage of the fact that zf , z i . . z b , are all distinct. By (29), the probability of the event that a single L-vector z t is identical to one of the L-vectors in the parsed x, is upper-bounded by provided that Now, set
Then, ebn-pi = n-411; and it tends to zero as n + 00. Thus, for large enough n, Therefore, by ( 
Then, similar to the derivation of (47), we get:
Now, let zL E z denote the event that zL = x!+L for some The number of types is no larger than (n + l)A')cl (see [13] We next prove that lA(zllz) -D(qzllp)I tends to zero in probability.
It follows from [12] that for any finite-state, finite alphabet probability measure q ( . ) (e.g., a finite-order Markov source) n and every z E Ae, directly by (61). 
We are now well equipped to prove Theorem 2 as follows.
Proof of Theorem 2:
Part a) follows directly from (6),
As for part b), given z, let qz(ae'+l) denote the empirical Let Q;' ' = {qz(ae'+'); ae'+l E Ae'+'} denote the empir-
The type Te'+l(z) is defined by (lo), (61) , and (62).
probability of (e' + 1)-vectors in z. ical probability distribution of (e' + 1)-vectors in z.
(2) = {Y E A" : Qy = Q z } The problem of classifying information sources is traditionally posed in a probabilistic framework, where the goal is normally to minimize the probability of error or some other related performance criterion. In classical theory of hypothesis testing (see, e.g., [4] , [5] ), complete knowledge of the underlying probability measure is assumed. Since this assumption is rarely met in practice, a considerable effort has been made in recent years to relax its necessity and to develop for certain classes of sources, universal classification rules that are independent of the unknown underlying statistics and yet perform asymptotically as well as the optimal likelihood ratio test (see, e.g., [6]-[ll] ).
In this section, motivated by the results of Section 11, we attempt to make an additional step toward universality. Similarly to the approach taken in [l] , rather than modeling the data generation mechanism by an underlying probability measure, we allow the data to be arbitrary but limit the class of permissible classification rules to consist only of these which are implementable by a finite-state machines (FSM's). This set-up often reflects a realistic situation, where we have no faithful statistical model on one hand, and we are equipped with limited computational resources on the other.
We first formulate the classification problem under consideration. For the sake of simplicity and convenience, we shall consider a two-class problem and assume that all observation sequences are of the same length n. The results will extend straightforwardly to the more general situation.
The following generic notation will be used. Let 4% = { E ; , z$ . . . xi}, z = 1,2, denote two disjoint given collections of k arbitrary vectors in A". To avoid cumbersome notation, when we refer to an arbitrary member of either $1 or $2, by A(.ll.). 
ZIV AND MERHAV A MEASURE OF RELATIVE ENTROPY BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL SEQUENCES WlTH APPLICATIONS
we shall sometimes omit the subscript j and the superscript i of 2 ; . The sequences {z;}, j = 1,2 -k, will be referred to as training sequences and 4i, i = 1,2, are the training sets corresponding to "sources" o;, i = 1,2. Here, a source represents an abstract entity which govems the respective training set in the sense of possessing certain characteristic features which are shared by vectors of one training set but not by vectors of the other. Therefore, it is convenient to think of a source as a large hidden collection of vectors which is partly seen via the training set, i.e., o; 2 4i. Normally, each training set contains only a small fraction of vectors from the source. For example, the source may include an exponentially large number of sequences (as a function of n) while the training set size k is only polynomial or even fixed.
The classification problem is as follows. Upon observing a test vector y E A" to be classified and given the training sets d; , i = 1,2, decide whether y E oi, i = 1,2 or reject y, namely, decide that y E 00 = o; n a$, where the superscript c denotes the complementary set. A classification rule M is a partition of A" into three disjoint sets Mi, i = 0,1,2, where MO is the rejection region, and MI and M 2 are decision regions corresponding to the two sources (TI and u2, respectively. We seek a classification rule M that is both consistent with respect to the training sets, i.e., Mi 2 +i, i = 1,2, and errorfree, namely, M1n02 = M2nal = 0. These are two conficting goals because the consistency requirement means that Mi should be "large enough" to include the corresponding training set, but on the other hand, it should be "reasonably small" to avoid confusion with the other source.
The permissible family M of classification rules M considered here consists of classifiers that can be realized by FSM's followed by modulo-n counters. Specifically, an Sstate classifier is a triple C = (S,g,Q), where S is a finite set of states with S elements, g : A x S + S is a nextstatefunction, and R is a partition of the space of empirical probability measures on A x S, into thres disjoint regions R;, i = 0,1,2, depending on the training sets, where Ro is the rejection region and R1 and Rz are acceptance regions of 01 and o2, respectively. When a test sequence y = y1, y2 . * Yn is fed into C, which in tum is initialized with so E S , a state sequence s = SI, 3 2 -s , , s; E S, is generated by A   Let ng(a,s) , a E A, s E S, denote the joint count of yt = a and st-1 = s along the pair sequence (y, s), and let 4 ( a , s) = n i ( a , s ) / n denote the empirical joint probability of a and s with respect to g. The empirical joint probability distribution Qa = {qg(a,s) ,a E A,s E S} serves as test statistics for classifying y, that is, the classification rule M = {Mi}:=o, associated with a FS classifier C is given by where the partition S2 (and hence also M) in tum depends on the training sequences via the empirical distributions QZ., , j = 1 , 2 --. k , i = 1,2. These empirical distributions aie precomputed in the training phase. It should be pointed out that by confining our interest to FS classifiers, we exclude uninteresting trivialities, e.g., the classification rule M; = q5i7 i = 1,2, which requires an exponential number of states as a function of n. Furthermore, we avoid the need for an exponentially large number of training sequences in each set. Generally speaking, a good training set need n d contain more than one representative from each g-type of every source sequence, because two training sequences of the same g-type carry exactly the same information accessible to a classifier C that employs g as a next-state function. Since there are less than (n+l)AS different types with respect to every g [ 131, there is no point in sampling more *an (n + l)AS good training sequences for a given g from each source.
We first observe that for a given next-state function g, the smallest acceptance regions associated with a consistent FS classifier must include the entire g-type of each training sequence. Thus, the acceptance regions Note that g1 may be considered a "noisy" version of g. A classification rule is robust if it is not too sensitive to a small noise (or "dithering") level. This desirable insensitivity to noise allows us to assume that the test sequences to be classified all have strictly positive prababilities Qi ( .) . This in turn, will enable to invoke Theorem 2 later on. Intuitively speaking, robustness is associated with a vanishing memory of the classifier. Alternatively, if the memory is not vanishing, the classifier might not ever "recover" even from small perturbations in the remote past and would yield classification errors.
A natural choice of a FS machine g that has such a robustness, or vanishing memory property is that of an tthorder Markovian machine, or equivalently, a finite-memory machine. In this machine, the state st at time t, is the string of t preceding letters, %:It. Hence, q(a, s) = q(u'+'); ae+l E s E Ae; U E Al. Here the state might be affected by errors that occurred in no more than L outcomes of the near past and therefore the memory is vanishing after -! steps. (An interesting problem in this respect is to characterize FSM's other than Markov with a vanishing memory property.) It is easy to show that a classifier based on a Markovian machine is robust if the training sequences induce conditional letter probabilities {qg(als)} @at are all bounded away from zero. This in turn can be accomplished by slightly dithering the training sequences as well, which leads to the following particular construction of a Markov classifier.
Denote by Te(z) the Lth-order Markov type of a vector z, that is, the same definition as in (68) Note, that in order to avoid errors, the acceptance regions of 01 are subtracted from those of 02 and vice versa. Now, it follows from (65) and (66) We next show that a classification algorithm based on the empirical divergence given by (9) is as efficient as Me for almost any pair of training sets that are drawn from Mf and Mi, respectively, and for almost every test sequence that is sampled from eithtr Mf, M i or Mi. Specifically, fix 7) > 0 and let us define M in the following manner.
and Observe first, that &f is consistent for every sufficiently small 7) > 0, simply because c(zIz) = 0. A more interesting property of M is that it behaves "almost always" in a manner identical to Me provided that 7) is chosen sufficiently small (In particular, q should tend to t when n 4 CO as will be seen later.) By "almost always" we mean the following. Let Z and {g}, j = 1, -k, i = 1,2, be arbitrary sequences drawn from Mf and M i , respectively, and let z be an be an arbitrary training set in @i = X~=~T ' ( % ) , i = 1,2. While Me provides the sume classification of z for all triplets (z,$1, $ 2 ) E G = Te@) x $1 x @ 2 , the theorem below states that the classification of M is identical to that of Mt for every ( z , $ 1 , $ 2 ) E G except for a vanishingly small fraction of triplets (z,$1, $ 2 ) in G. Before presenting the theorem, we observe that since most of the testing and training sequences that may be sampled from Mf and-M i induce strictly positive empirical transition probabqties from every any state s E A' to any letter a E A, we may assume that this is the case with the given training set and testing sequence z, and thereby exclude merely a minority of possible situations for which M and Me might behave differently. Assume further that every e is associated with strictly positive empirical transition probabilities from every state 4 E Ae to any letter a E A. Then, there exists a subset B of test sequences ,
